We present an extensive study of the structure and energetics of monovacancies and antisites in InP. Using a first-principles approach, the different charge states of indium and phosphorus vacancies and antisites are examined. The lattice distortions around the defects are derived fully self-consistently with respect to both electronic and ionic degrees of freedom. Jahn-Teller relaxations, defect-induced oneelectron energy levels, and ionization potentials in the band gap are discussed. From the formation energies we predict the favored vacancies and antisites under different stoichiometry conditions. I. IN.I. rcODUCmrON The characterization of the properties of the III-V compound semiconductors is a subject of growing interest. The emphasis is on the defect-related properties which to a large extent determine the feasibility of the materials for technological use. Although GaAs is the most intensively studied III-V semiconductor, much attention has recently been focused on InP. InP has advantageous characteristics, e. g., for use in many optoelectronic components and in space technology. ' Experimentally, vacancies, antisites, and the defects related to them have been observed in InP. Some evidence for the indium vacancy is available from magnetic resonance, photoluminescence, ' and positron-lifetime '
studies of InP. Von Bardelelben has attributed an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum to the neutral phosphorus vacancy in p-type InP. Defect complexes including the phosphorus vacancy and zinc impurity have been identified by diffusion studies ' Levinson and co-workers. ' Based on the theoretical and experimental results of Levinson et al, an atomic model is suggested for the M center' which related the defect to a P antisite-vacancy pair. Also in iron-doped InP, defect complexes exhibit behavior reminiscent of metastability. ' ' Recently, a metastable defect called the DX center has been found in sulfur-doped InP under pressure using optical spectroscopies. ' The model of the DX center in Al"G& "As suggests that it is related to a substitutional donor at the cation site accompanied by a large lattice distortion.
However, the experimental studies provide mostly indirect information on defects, and the characterization of the defects in a material usually requires information on defects, and the characterization of the defects in a material usually requires extensive comparisons between experiment and theory.
There are a few theoretical studies of the vacancy-and antisite-related defects in InP.
The ideal P and In vacancies and antisites have been studied using tightbinding, density-functional supercell, ' and Green's-function methods. The positions of the ionization levels and the defect states in the band gap have been estimated for the unrelaxed defects. ' Jansen has also predicted the formation energies and the relative abundancies of the vacancies and antisites under different stoichiometries.
In his calculations the effect of the atomic relaxation has been omitted. The relaxations have been discussed for the neutral anion antisites.
In this work we study the interplay between the electronic states and atomic relaxations of the vacancies and antisites in InP. We use the first-principles Car-Parrinello (CP) scheme to find the ground-state electronic structure and atomic positions with no symmetry restrictions. Previously the method has been applied to various defects in semiconductors, such as vacancies in Si, ' and vacancies and antisite complexes ' in GaAs. In a recent article we have reported on the negative-U effect in the phosphorus vacancy in InP, also calculated within the CP approach.
The negative-U behavior stems from the Fig. 3) . Therefore, for a proper description of the ionization levels of the P vacancies it is essential to consider fully relaxed vacancies.
Our results for the P vacancies in InP show the same behavior as the CP results for As vacancies in GaAs.
The inward-breathing mode and the pairing-1 components increase when the vacancy becomes more negative (in non-negative As vacancies there is a small outward relaxation that is not seen in P vacancies). In the singly and doubly negative P and As vacancies the amplitudes of the breathing and pairing modes are almost the same, about 17%. Also Figure 6 shows the corresponding one-electron eigenvalues relative to the top of the valence band. For In antisites the position of the one-electron eigenvalues rises in the gap as the number of electrons increases, which resembles the trend for In vacancies. However, for In antisites the levels are in the midgap and the level splittings can be large. In the ab initio LDA calculations for the cation antisites in GaAs by Zhang and Chadi, a direct transformation from the neutral GaA, to the doubly negative GaA, state is observed. However, the relaxations of GaA, are large and clearly difFerent from our result for Inp'.
D. Phosphorus antisites
The phosphorus antisites are studied from doubly positive P&"+ to doubly negative P&". The anion antisite induces three localized states, of which two are electrically inactive (low in energy and fully occupied) and the third lies in the fundamental energy gap. Figure 6 shows the calculated positions and the occupancy of the corresponding one-electron eigenvalues for P antisites. The level positions for the relaxed P antisites are at midgap or above. In P&"+ the defect-induced A P,"), which is in very good agreement with the corresponding value of 0.68 eV (0.57 eV for the unrelaxed P&") derived from the first-principles supercell calculations by Caldas et al. (with 64 atoms) should be smallest when the one-electron energies for the ground-state structure are studied. Which symmetry is favored, tetragonal or trigonal, depends upon the defect considered and is difficult to predict, as discussed by Lannoo. ' The relaxations around the defects can be understood 
